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Title: Young farmers taking up the challenge of living on the land 

First Broadcast: Aug 2020 

Source: ABC’s 7.30 Report 

Minutes: 4:44 

Video & Script: 
https://www.abc.net.au/7.30/young-farmers-taking-up-the-challenge-of-living-
on/12604360 

Summary: 
More and more younger people, who are often university-educated, are choosing to 
return to the family farm to try to make a living off the land.  

 
 
KEY WORDS 

Below is a list of words which appear in the report - can you match the words with their correct 
definition? Use a dictionary to help you if you aren’t sure. 
 
 
able to be maintained at a certain rate or 
level, ecologically balanced 

 

campaign, drive, push  
considerably, significantly  
customize, create or adapt for a particular 
purpose or person 

 

encourage or promote the development of 
something 

 

enormous  
happen at the at the same time  
knowledgeable, having common sense and 
good judgement, clever 

 

lessen, make less severe, reduce  
made with chemicals, especially to imitate a 
natural product 

 

new or unfamiliar thing or experience  
possibility, chance that something will 
happen in the future 

 

strength, toughness, ability to withstand or 
recover quickly from difficulties 

 

tax, duty  
 

novelty (n) 
savvy (adj) 
coincide (v) 
synthetic (adj) 
change dramatically (adv) 
movement (n) 
sustainable business (adj) 
foster (v) 
tailor (v) 
mitigate (v) 
resilience (n) 
tariff (n) 
good prospects (n) 
seismic shift (adj) 
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SUMMARY 
 
More and more younger people, who are often university-educated, are choosing to return to the family 
farm to try to make a living off the land.  
 
 
FOCUS QUESTIONS 
  
§ Why do you think more younger people are choosing to return to the family farm to try to make a 

living off the land? What advantages might this bring to the farming sector? 
§ Caitlin McConnel, a director of the Future Farmers Network, a national body representing young 

farmers, says that there are plenty of parents telling their kids it’s better to choose a non-farming 
career. Why? What challenges do you think they might face? 

§ The Future Farmers Network is about to publish its annual survey about the top issues for young 
farmers in Australia. They include trade policy, rural healthcare and an ongoing concern about the 
rural/city knowledge divide. What are these issues? 

  
 
LISTENING 
 
 
First watch the report and answer the questions 
 
• Before Sophie Curtis returned to her family’s farm for a six-month break, what was her job?  
• How long has she now been on the farm?  
• When she returned, what major change was the farm making? To shift to ______________________ 
 
 
 
After watching the report, try to answer the following questions 
 
1. Why did Sophie’s farm shift to organic?   

A. To cut out chemicals          B. Because of the market          C. Both A. and B. 
 

2. What will be the long-term challenge for the farm? Adapting to ______________________________ 
 

3. Caitlin McConnel, a director of the Future Farmers Network, a national body representing young 
farmers, is juggling cattle farming and a career in ____________________________ 

 
4. What does she say about the next generation of farmers? “There's an incredible sense of resilience 

and an incredible amount of ______________________________ 
 
5. What does Bryce Camm, who returned to run his family's cattle and cropping property, say has made 

him optimistic about the future despite drought problems? ______________________________ 
 
6. What does he say the coming years will see more of?  

More younger, well-educated farmers with ______________________________returning to rural life. 
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CLOZE 
 
Use the words to complete the sentences  
 
The form of the word may need to be changed 
 

novelty                   savvy                  coincide                  synthetic                  dramatically 
movement                  sustainable                  foster                  tailor 

mitigate                  resilience                  tariff                  prospect                  seismic 
 
 
 
1. A number of special cultural events were planned to …………………………………with the 100th anniversary 

of the country’s Independence Day celebrations. 
2. As part of the free trade agreement between the two countries, all …………………………………on 

agricultural exports would be removed. 
3. Childhood educators say it is important for children to learn to be …………………………………from a young 

age so they are better able to cope with life’s difficulties in adulthood. 
4. In some countries, it is common for parents to find suitable marriage …………………………………for their 

children. 
5. Over the weekend, the anti-war …………………………………had organized protests against the country’s 

involvement in the Iraqi. 
6. Peter is a very …………………………………investor and during the COVID-19 pandemic he made more 

than a million dollars on the stock market. 
7. Polyester is a …………………………………fiber created from coal and petroleum. 
8. The aim of the student exchange programme was to …………………………………relations between the 2 

universities and help students develop cultural awareness. 
9. The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in a …………………………………shift in people’s attitude to hygiene 

and social interaction. 
10. The restaurant kept a record of what its regular customers ordered and tried to 

…………………………………meal suggestions to their particular tastes. 
11. The Save Our Oceans group called on governments to introduce stricter labelling rules for seafood 

so consumers could easily know which products had been caught using …………………………………fishing 
methods. 

12. There had been a …………………………………fall in global economic growth as a result of the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

13. To help …………………………………the negative environmental impact of flying, many airlines now allow 
passengers to purchase carbon offsets. 

14. Twenty years ago in Australia, eating sushi was a bit of a …………………………………. Now it’s one of the 
most popular takeaway foods and is found pretty much everywhere. 
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ANSWER KEY 
 
• business banker 
• 10 years 
• organic 

1. Both A. and B. 
2. a changing climate 
3. law 
4. passion and energy 
5. better weather 
6. new ideas 

  
able to be maintained at a certain rate or level, ecologically balanced sustainable 
campaign, drive, push movement 
considerably, significantly dramatically 
customize, create or adapt for a particular purpose or person tailor 
encourage or promote the development of something foster 
enormous seismic 
happen at the at the same time coincide 
knowledgeable, having common sense and good judgement, clever savvy 
lessen, make less severe, reduce mitigate 
made with chemicals, especially to imitate a natural product synthetic 
new or unfamiliar thing or experience novelty 
possibility, chance that something will happen in the future prospect 
strength, toughness, ability to withstand or recover quickly from difficulties resilience 
tax, duty tariff 
 
1. A number of special cultural events were planned to coincide with the 100th anniversary of the 

country’s Independence Day celebrations. 
2. As part of the free trade agreement between the two countries, all tariffs on agricultural exports 

would be removed. 
3. Childhood educators say it is important for children to learn to be resilient from a young age so they 

are better able to cope with life’s difficulties in adulthood. 
4. In some countries, it is common for parents to find suitable marriage prospects for their children. 
5. Over the weekend, the anti-war movement had organized protests against the country’s involvement 

in the Iraqi. 
6. Peter is a very savvy investor and during the COVID-19 pandemic he made more than a million 

dollars on the stock market. 
7. Polyester is a synthetic fiber created from coal and petroleum. 
8. The aim of the student exchange programme was to foster relations between the 2 universities and 

help students develop cultural awareness. 
9. The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in a seismic shift in people’s attitude to hygiene and social 

interaction. 
10. The restaurant kept a record of what its regular customers ordered and tried to tailor meal 

suggestions to their particular tastes. 
11. The Save Our Oceans group called on governments to introduce stricter labelling rules for seafood 

so consumers could easily know which products had been caught using sustainable fishing 
methods. 

12. There had been a dramatic fall in global economic growth as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
13. To help mitigate the negative environmental impact of flying, many airlines now allow passengers to 

purchase carbon offsets. 
14. Twenty years ago in Australia, eating sushi was a bit of a novelty. Now it’s one of the most popular 

takeaway foods and is found pretty much everywhere. 


